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CYRUS 3000 MAINTENANCE
 
Your McCrann Cyrus Systems can be cleaned using standard carpet cleaning methods, however it 
should be done frequently as the purpose of the system is to stop dirt from going into the facility. A good 
cleaning program will not only extend the appearance of your system, but the general appearance of the 
facility as well. 

The following steps are recommended to help you get the best performance from your McCrann Cyrus 
System. 

1. Vacuum Daily - It is calculated that 79% of all dirt is particulate. Vacuuming will remove this dirt the 
most effectively. 

2. Spot Removal - A program of commercial spot removal will ensure the continuing good appearance 
of the entrance system. The majority of spots can be effectively removed if they are attended to in the 
first 24 hours. 

3. Hot Water Extraction - Using a pre-spray and then hot water extraction will remove any dirt that the 
vacuuming can not. This includes oils and greases that will cause the carpet fibers to mat together. 
Steam cleaning should be done periodically as the need arises. 

4. Clean the Edges - The edge should be wiped down weekly using warm water. Sweep the dust and 
dirt from under the first couple inches around the outside edge of the tray. 

5. Cleaning Under the Carpet System - If you plan on storing your system for the summer, you may 
find on the floor small bits of stronghold residue. This is a latex based product, and simply needs to 
be washed down with mild soap and warm water.

A maintenance plan that is put into place and followed is the most important part in ensuring the 
ongoing appearance of the McCrann Cyrus System.

Maintenance of McCrann Cyrus Entryway Carpets -  Installation – Pick up – Storage 

Maintenance: 
1. Commercial grade vacuum  1/day (*) 
2. Hot water extractor 125lbs pressure HOT WATER ONLY

• Heavy traffic :  Minimum four times per year 
• Medium traffic : Minimum twice per year
• Light traffic:  Once per year

(*) In foul weather, the use of a “Shop Vac” may be necessary 
A damp cloth or mop on the edging and on the floor under the vinyl edge will remove any accumulation 
of rocks and debris that collects over time


